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ABSTRACT 

 

Our project titled “Experience Sharing Platform”. In our project, we will discuss the 

main theme of our project. There are many people in our country who do not get the 

right place due to lack of experience. Whether it's a job or business. 

There are also many experienced people who want to share their own experiences but 

can’t find space. In this regard, we are going to create a web site which will be of 

great benefit to both of these people. Many people of Bangladesh are unemployed and 

there are many people who can’t go to the right place according to their own skill, just 

because of not knowing the experience or the right path. If they get a platform from 

which they can know the road to the right road. Then they will be benefited, the 

country can improve. Basically, this is a web-based application which can be accessed 

through any web browsers. Both people will have to register first. Upon successful 

registration, they can connect with the other person. The mentors will create a profile 

and the important information will be shown in their profiles. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Employment is the main source of income and livelihood of most people of 

Bangladesh. Employment and poverty are closely related to each other. With the 

increase in employment, poverty decreases. 

 

There are two types of employment in Bangladesh, business and employment 

(government and non-government). Whether there are some ideas for both 

employment and business, success does not come. Ideas can be found from an 

experienced person or from any other medium. The best way to get ideas is to be an 

experienced person because an experienced person can give proper ideas from the real 

experience of his life. So we've created a site that will establish communication 

between experienced and inexperienced people. 

Our website name is Experience sharing platform. This Project may help to 

communicate with skillful persons and gain their interested topic. Here this project 

visitor can visit our website and find out skilled persons where he wants to get some 

suggestions about his interesting topic. After all, he has a clear knowledge of his 

topics, so he has to make the right decision that what should he do. In the other hand 

DIU student also a special section to communicate skilled persons in DIU campus. 

For this process, a skillful person has created a simply create profile system to find 

him-easily. 

So, basically, people visit our site to have the services we are providing. Then he finds 

out the skilled person in his interesting topic. Our sites font page everyone can see all 

type of skilled persons. This will hard to find out target topic. That’s why we also 

making filtering system where a visitor can choose his topic easily, Example: I’m 

looking for skilled persons who know to program well. Then I visit this site and 

filtering programming, and then I will see all programming skilled person profiles and 

connect with them and discuss programming or share what is a fell problem in the 

program. 

1.2 Motivation 
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Behind choosing this project there are things that motivated us. Firstly, each member 

of our group was interested in Web Development. That’s why we wanted to do 

something based on the Web. Then we analysis to Google and see around 75k people 

search Google in one second. Maximum of people search Google to seeking their 

educational department subjects or technological problems and also looking for a 

person who can help him to give some advice. That why we think if we make a web-

based application where the visitors can communication skilled persons by our site. 

On the other hand, we have created a separate platform for feature students. Where 

only diu students can share their skills. And those who are interested in reading the 

profile of proficient students can contact them if they are interested and can also ask 

questions through comments. 

1.3 Objective: 

At present all system is about digitalization. Keeping this in mind, we try to make 

design a web platform EXPERIENCE SHARING PLATFORM to sharing 

experienced for Fresher. Now a day’s maximum person we used internet and smart 

device. We want to enable people to meet with digitization. Experienced is valuable 

in every person’s life. For this reason, we made this Web portal that makes possible to 

sharing experience. Now a day’s people are very helpful, change her mind, and 

improve personality. That’s why we make this website. The un-experienced can be 

using the website easily gathers experience. 

 To help any field of experienced sharing to help others to change our country 

position.  

 To make user-friendly and arrived goal. 

 Improve communication and making bridge two class of people. 

 More probability of right decision. 

 Your job will help you get the right price. 

 Especially Worked at Daffodil International University. 

 Making platform specially DIU student for learning special work in a live 

project.(programming, electrical field, machine language, etc)making 

creativity. 
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 Provide huge type category profile to find out right persons No need to pay 

for communication with skilled persons. 

 The administrator can handle all resources site. 

1.4 Expected Outcome: 

By using our software anytime communication experienced person (facebook, tweeter 

.phone or email).using smart device to read the profile to know specific work field. 

Every class people are getting help to improve her work area improve position. As a 

result, our country is making easily general people grow up manpower perfect her 

work area well known for his work activity or duty. Experience sharing platform is an 

online-based resource system, where people can find out Skilled persons and sharing 

their problem and get valuable advice and solutions. Like people, all want to get help 

from one platform less time. Every time is very useful so everyone wants a place 

where they access problem-solving without google searching. 

On the other hand daffodil international university student are most benefited. Getting 

help to her chanceful platform or work field from other experienced or well-known 

person. Make easy to choose her future plan or set goal. Making a good engineer in 

the future. 

 Our website will provide better service and it will also better for people 

because we have studied in a different country website or companies work 

system. So now this time our project is very effective Bangladesh perspectives 

to change and increase the activity of good knowledge her won area. 

 People no need Log in the system to visit skilled person’s profiles. 

 They do not need to pay to Communicate with skilled persons. 

 Skilled persons can make their profile easily. 

 In filtering, system users can find out easily. 

 Special log in system for DIU members. 

 Using the social link for communication and more benefit to add a personal 

contact phone number. 

 Better communication by one platform in two-class people. 

 Improved experience Knowledge in un-experienced person in our country 

people. 
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 More probability of right decision in his personal life and his work area to 

improve position. Your job will help you get the goal place and earn money 

According to the demand. 

1.5 Report Layout: 

The report is divided into five chapters. Each and every chapter allocated with 

different topics. 

Chapter 1: Introduction: 

In chapter 1 we introduce our website. We also describe the reason why we select this 

project. This chapter also contains the objectives, expected outcome that means the 

aspect of our project and report layout. 

Chapter 2: Background: 

In this chapter, we discuss the background of our project. We describe the related 

work, comparative study that means compare our system with another related system. 

Here also discuss the faces problem and challenges. 

Chapter 3: Requirement Specification: 

This chapter is about requirement collecting and analysis. The logical part also 

described here. Like use case diagram, business process modeling. 

Chapter 4: Design Specification: 

In this chapter we have discusses our project user interface, front design, 

implementation with requirements. 

Chapter 5: Implementation and Testing: 

This is all about testing the web application if it is user-friendly or not. Checking the 

implementation clearly is described here. 

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Scope: 

This chapter discusses the conclusion and future scope of our project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1 Introduction: 

Experience sharing platform is a web application for communication with skilled and 

experienced persons. In this chapter, we are basically describing the similar works 

like our web application and the challenges we have faced during making it, the 

problem we have faced at the beginning. 

E+YOUTH is one kind of example this is publishing paper for work in this field. 

 

2.2 Related Works: 

At present most of the countries are the analysis of sharing experienced to improve all 

people is making good skill and improve [2] manpower. Recently our country all 

companies are found an experienced person for a specific field. Suppose you are 

looking all jobs secular or advertisement [2] always all company are seeking an 

experienced person. So our project is helpful to these kinds of people to gather 

experienced in a specific field. 

There is some web application like Experience sharing platform, but not exactly as it 

is. Because most of the site gives information and sharing solution in a particular 

topic. 

 

2.3 Comparative Studies: 

There are some websites which are providing solving problems some videos and 

tutorials for skill development. Courser is one of them. These types of websites are 

fully paid. Now a day for information people does not want to pay as this is available 

on the internet. But also in internet huge sites build for the specific topic. Experience 

sharing platform is a web application where people can get advice from skilled 

persons who provide valuable advice freely. We are focused invited persons on how 

to have educational or other knowing that we want to share with unskilled persons or 

learners. So everyone can access this website to save time and hassle less. 
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Developing countries always research all matter of happened to develop. Always 

research to improve manpower inexperienced to her won work field. Bangladesh 

perspectives are very important for this work and research to improve. Already many 

companies are starting this process technically. 10minute school, motivational house, 

etc are work to motivate people. Bangladesh government creates an event to teaching 

difference way. 

2.4 E+Youth 

Galvanizing energy with experience towards youth empowerment. The group seeks to 

create a platform for young people around the world to utilize their endless energy 

with the valuable experience of seniors to better empower young people in both 

national and international contexts. A bridge construction system is implemented for 

those who are looking for a job and who have extensive experience. In this report, we 

come up with a solution to an employment problem. One specific area of employment 

problem is new graduates who lack experience and relevant skills. Our idea is to 

provide them with the proper training and facilities so that they can easily find the 

right place for them in the job market. 

2.5 Combination of Manpower [2] 

Employees are the backbone of every organization. These are the machines that 

implement every plan and the power that helps an organization to get on the ladder of 

success. Recognizing the skills and abilities of your employees can add some serious 

value, in addition to your productivity and creativity. Employees with years of work 

experience have a better idea and understanding of the nature of work. This becomes 

the key to creating a positive work environment for them, allowing others to learn 

from them. Experienced employees are always easier to recruit and it is also easier for 

them to adjust to the work culture compared to newer, younger employees. Most HR 

departments prioritize senior staff, as the cost and time for training them is relatively 

low. Moreover, these individuals also bring their expertise to the organization. So this 

research team to making websites or research to improve communication these two 

kinds of people directly and using social media.    
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2.6 Sharing Experience [1] 

Learning other people's experiences is something that humanity has been doing 

forever. Books, then the Internet made it possible to share knowledge and search for 

information as simple as possible. Google, Yelp and other review sites are the 

ultimate successful businesses because people need to learn things from someone who 

has the skills or experience in this or any other topic. 

This website creator is trying to sharing experience in seeking and writing a book. 

Level writing in man name and field of work experience in history. 

 

2.7 Scope of the Problem: 

Our system is a web-based project. At the initial stage total project fully complete. 

When it implements few problems come out and we must solve the entire problem in 

the future. After a few days our system running successfully. But here some scope to 

create a problem.  

The scope of Problem given bellow: 

 Our project is fully internet-based. When systems check the card balance it 

required to check from the database. But if somehow internet connections get 

lost system can’t submit your profiles. 

 Electricity another important thing. In our country has still lack electricity. 

Our system required all-time electricity. If electricity lost entire system gets 

closed. 

 This system knows that internet browsing well known. 

 Must be the necessary digital device for using the internet. Such as Android 

phone, computer, laptop, etc. 

2.8 Challenges: 

The main challenging fact was deciding the basis of the web application. Because we 

wanted to make something which is helpful for people. There are many sites that 

provide paid courses, articles and live communication system, so we had to do 

something new, like a platform where learn and discuss problem-solving by skilled 
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and experienced persons. As we are designing and developing a website so we had to 

have an idea about web design and development. We are making the design with 

HTML, CSS, BOOTSTRAP, JQUERY, and JAVASCRIPT. Here we are also using 

MySQL for database and PHP language in our web application. 

Several components should be addressed for implementation of this project. The most 

important challenges are given below: 

 Web-based project means a connection between human to human by using the 

internet. There many devices for connection but their capability different. 

 Data integrity, unique identification, and encryption are the main challenges.  

 Protection user data. 

 Update the system regular. 

 Day by day the technology features updated. When update devices provide 

more facility it’s difficult to change the devices. 

 When using internet service required. 

 Hard to collect data from experienced and Diu experienced student. 

 Free for the service and demand for personal communication with trusted. 

 Every week going to university meet our supervisor and complete task. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Specification 

 

3.1 Business Process Modeling: 

As a Computer Science and Engineering student, we know after making any project 

we have to make all diagram first because without planning we can’t do anything 

well. Here these web site two types of people access our web site. First of all skillful 

or experienced persons have to create a profile first for providing their valuable 

knowledge. 

 

Figure 3.1: Business Process Model 

 

3.2 Requirement collection and analysis: 

We know requirements analysis is critical to the success or failure of a systems or 

web-based project. The website is available in Bangladesh as a means of 

communicating with skilled people about their need to be benefited. 
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3.3 Use case modeling and diagram: 

The use case is most important for a project which is new and underdeveloped. It is 

the primary step of a new project. Use Case Diagram is a graphical presentation of the 

interplay between the user and the system. 

 

Figure 3.3:  Use case model 

Figure 3.3 shows the use case diagram of the system provider in the project. There 

have three types of actor in this application here is skilled/experienced person, youth 

person, and admin. Skilled and youth person can log in the system and they can create 

a profile, update the profile and they can also search the profile also give us feedback 

and for any help chatting with us. 

3.4 Context Diagram: 

The figure below shows a context Data Flow Diagram that is drawn for a web-based 

experienced sharing platform. It contains a process that represents the model, in this 

case, the "Experience Sharing Platform". In this example, users create a profile then 

admin check to allow. 
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Figure 3.4:  Context Diagram 

3.5 ER Diagram: 

This is the system overview of our project entity-relationship diagram whose the 

system of the user connected .users are following this system to complete profile 

create and youth are searching his preferred profile to study and communication. 

 

 

Figure 3.5:  ER Diagram 
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CHAPTER 4 

Design Specification 

 

4.1 Front-end Design: 

Web design is seen as a way to show a website, how the latest development is that 

design is implemented on the web. Front-end web development, also known as 

client-side development is the practice of producing HTML, CSS and JavaScript 

for a website or Web Application so that a user can see and interact with them 

directly.  

The challenge associated with front end development is that the tools and 

techniques used to create the front end of a website change constantly and so the 

developer needs to constantly be aware of how the field is developing. Thinking 

always tries to making user friendly. 

4.2 HTML & CSS: 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) are the most 

basic building blocks of web coding. Without these two things, you will not be able to 

create a website design, and all you will end up doing is plain text formatted on 

screen. You cannot add images to any page other than HTML! 

4.3 JavaScript AND jQuery: 

We are using JavaScript because it is very easy to learn and no setup is required. 

JavaScript is used everywhere such as server-side, desktop, IoT, VR, etc. JQuery is a 

JavaScript library. So it operates on top of JavaScript. JQuery makes development 

JavaScript easier. It is used to add animations and even handling on all websites. 
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4.4 Home Page: 

Here we are showing the front interface which people can access in our web 

application.                      

 

Figure 4.4.1: Index on Screen 
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Figure4.4.1 Every home page is representing the work. Because when we using an 

attractive opening page in our site that time people will do interest to check the site 

and visit every stage of the platform. 

We have some features on our web site. Such as The home page is the main index of 

the site and represents the total category. 

 Sign up and register represent login part. 

 Show all profiles that the user can access easily. 

 Users also follow them in society that they have given. 

When a user visits our site he can see home page first. In this page user see some links 

pages like home, about, contact us, profile, create a profile, search and register. In the 

home, page user sees recent profiles that experience persons created. About section 

may user see all about our webpage? We created a contact page that user can see how 

many developers create this website. In profile, page user sees all experienced 

persons.  

We make two sections for experienced persons. One for general people who have 

many skills, good knowledge, and work experience. And we also create the second 

section for DIU students who have good knowledge about his department and he 

wants to help other students. So that persons also create a profile for him. 

When someone clicks create profile button he got two sections which one for all 

general persons. And other for daffodil international university student. When 

someone creates a profile as a daffodil international university student he has to give 

his daffodil international university student id.  

User can have a search option. Is he looking for a specific person or he wants to find 

specific skilled persons then he go search option and search. For example, I know Dr. 

Syed Akhter Hossain sir and I want to find his profile directly so go to search option 

and write Dr. Syed Akhter Hossain name and search. On the other hand, the user can 

also find specific persons in the same process. 
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Figure4.4.2: profile 

 

Figure4.4.2 when the user goes to the home page of the website, the user can see 

profiles like this figure. This profile contains user can see experience person’s name, 

designation, place of work and email information of the person. Due to the e-mail 

address, if the user thinks that by emailing the experienced person, his questions will 

be solved.  He can email him/her. We have added and facilitated social network links.  

When Experience Parson creates a profile, he will be able to add a link to his social 

media. If a user looks at the profile of an Experience Person and interested him. And 

he can follow him if he thinks it would be beneficial for him to follow him on social 

media. After click view, profile button user sees all about experience person with 

more details. 
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Figure4.4.3: View profile 

 

Figure4.4.2 when the user clicks on the view profile, he can see more information 

about Experience Person. Here you will see the same name, surname, email, 

workplace as before. This page will have different skills, interest and future life 

planning of the Experience Person that the user can imagine as his way. If the user 

thinks he or she is hesitant about such futuristic planning and what steps they should 

cross, then he can communicate to the Experience Person to get a solution to his 

problem.  
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Figure4.4.4: Contact Section 

 

Figure 4.4.4 when the user visits our contact page he can see our supervisor sir 

profile first. In supervisor sir profile he can see supervisor sir name and designation 

working place and his email address. 

Then the user will see our teammate’s information. In here he also is seeing our name, 

university, and email address. 
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Figure4.4.5: Comment and location Section 

 

Figure 4.4.5 this comment pages user can see all comment that previous users has 

given. User can write come in here. These comment section users have to give name 

and email and write his value able comment. Anyone comment on our website using 

contact page comment option using. We give our location by an image file. 
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Figure4.4.6: registration page for diu 

 

Figure4.4.6 In Experience sharing platform website if anyone interest to create a 

profile for himself, he has to go create a profile link. This link he got two sections one 

for general and one for daffodil international university.  

When he wants to create a profile in daffodil international university he has to fill up 

some query like as given his name, set password, phone number, address, educational 

background, social links, gender and must be his photo. In the description box, he can 

share the interesting topic that he loves it and successful by his topic. In this method, 

he must give his student id. 
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Which daffodil student are experienced in specific field such as programming, electric 

work PLC board etc or must have a technical work he/she create profile for share his 

experience . 

 

 

Figure4.4.7: registration page 

 

Figure 4.4.7 In Experience sharing platform website if anyone interest to create a 

profile for himself, he has to go create a profile link. This link he got two sections one 

for general and one for daffodil international university.  

When he wants to create a profile in Experienced Persons he has to fill up some query 

like as given his name, set password, phone number, address, educational background, 

social links, gender and must be his photo. In the description box, he can share the 

interesting topic that he loves it and successful by his topic. This registration 

processes same as figure 4.4.6(registration page for Diu). This form creates for 
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general peoples so here no one need to give any student id. But he has to 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.4.8 search option 

Figure4.4.8 We uses our website on search option. Every user to search his closeable 

profiles by using email , name, and work field , designation etc  only one keyword use 

by search. 

 

 

Figure 4.4.9 Personal profile comment option 
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Figure 4.4.9 Here we have added a comment option for the profile section. Use it to 

discuss any kind of problem with that profile person. We are using disqus web plug-in 

for commenting options so all kinds of features are currently being added. You can 

post such as images, gif files and text designs. To make comments through this, the 

user must be logged in with google, facebook or tweeter or register here with the 

name and email address. 

4.5 Back-end Design: 

Back-end design is a part where we had to do the real work. Users only can see 

the GIU or the front-end design. Back-end will decide how things work really. 

We had to store the registration information and contact information, so we had 

to do some back end design also. 

It takes some time for making the design reliable and looks good. We have used 

PHP to develop the back end design. We have used a MySQL database to store 

the registration design letter on we will take all the information from the database 

also. 

4.6 Interaction Design and UX: 

What makes a winning UX portfolio? As outlined in a previous article “UX 

Portfolio Tips and Best Practice, “telling a compelling story is key. Recruiters 

and others who may be evaluating your work are busy—you only have a few 

minutes to engage them before they decide whether or not you made the cut. 

There are some steps which can make someone a good UX designer given below. 
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Figure 4.6 The 7 steps to follow for a UX designer 

4.7 Implementation Requirements: 

For completing a project everyone needs some tools, so does we. Here are some 

of the implementation tools we have used to make our web application: 

PHP: Now almost every web developer work on PHP for developing the web 

application. We also have used PHP for our development.  

MySQL: MySQL is an Oracle-backed open-source relational database 

management system. MySQL runs on virtually all platforms. We have used 

MySQL as a database for our web application.  

Others: For front end-design, we have worked on HTML, CSS, BOOTSTRAP, 

JS, etc. 

4.8 System Requirements, for running the application: 

For our work our team uses this application 

 Os version: Windows 10. 

 Sublime text Editor  

 Network: Wi-Fi or Cellular Network 

 Localhost  XAMPP 
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 Web-browser Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer 

 SQLyog  

 

4.9 Hardware Requirements: 

For developing the web application we needed some hardware also: 

 A computer with  Intel Core i5 processor 

 RAM: minimum of 4 GB 

 Hard-drive 

 

4.10 Helping Website: 

We get helping from some of website such as 

 W3schools 

 Coders foundation 

 Phptpoint 

 Javatpoint 

 Font awesome icon 

 Getbootstrap 

 Google  

 Codoforum 

 Disqus 

 codecademy 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

 

5.1 Implementation of Database: 

Our application is a web-based application. We have used MySQL as a database 

system for our application. In where data sync in real-time. In this application, 

we made one main database. Where every registered user information is stored. 

Admin can update question, delete the question, and update rules and regulation. 

If admin wants he/she can delete any registered user account or add any user 

from the console. 

Here is a table of registered information in our database: 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Implementation of MySQL Database 
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5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design: 

We will be successful if people can get the service easily which we are 

providing. If people can get into our application and use it friendly then we will 

be successful. 

 So here are some snaps of people getting into our application. 

 

 

User creating profiles  

 

Figure: 5.2 implements profiles and home page 
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5.3 Implementation of Interactions: 

Implementation of Interaction is Acknowledgment thing in design. It makes people 

like or dislikes a website. Like if people can easily move from one page to another or 

when they do not need to backtrack from any page to choose another it is good for 

them and the look has to be beautiful. We have chosen some beautiful icon and 

graphical user interface which will make people like our website. 

5.4 Testing Implementation: 

 We need to test the website also for checking it if it is user-friendly or not like people 

can have all the facilities right we promised or not. There is some test we have done: 

 Database connection of the web application. 

 Registration DIU Experienced persons (with valid information). 

 Registration DIU student (with valid information). 

 All the pages view successfully. 

 Personal profile comment show successfully. 

 Contacts will us successfully. 

 Filtering and search profiles. 

 Contact page with comment our website is successfully worked. 

 Profile page are showing all profile show. 

 Profile all data are view successfully. 

 We have tested the system by SDLC 

5.5 Test Results and Reports: 

For testing our web application really works or not we had to try so much time and we 

did our best to find out.  

Here is a table where we are showing some of our experience of testing: 
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Figure5.5 testing result  
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

 

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion: 

Experience sharing platform is the web-based platform where we can meet an 

experiences person and get value able knowledge. This platform is totally free so it is 

helpful for all people who need solving problems or gain interested sides.  

So, this is the thing Experience Sharing Platform is the platform that provides sharing 

experience and motivation. Here we have created a profile system that anyone finds 

out by search option and connect with them. 

Finally, we can say if this platform will help all interested people. It will help people 

to make the right decision and also make self-confidence, that what does he need to 

do for his skill development. 

 

6.2 Scope for Further Development: 

Now it’s work good. But we have a plan to add more features. in the future, we will 

develop android and IOS apps. We know in this time the huge number of people using 

the internet by mobile devices. We have also plans that add Artificial intelligence 

chatting system that people can solve their query in less time. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Project Reflection 

”Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress and working together is 

a success”. According to this proverb we had to work together no matter how hard the 

job is. We were crystal clear about our job. And that helped us a lot to complete the 

project. 

When we had chosen this as our final project we were so much confident but after 

starting the project we have started to face so many problems. It was a tough task for 

us to choose the serial of our work. But we are lucky that our supervisor has inspired 

us in every difficult phase we faced.  

Admittedly, the selection of a team is important. You have to choose the right person 

who has an interest in the field and will work hard and that will make a high-

performance team. Our team combination was good from the beginning of the 

journey. 

Finally, after so many difficulties and mass sleepless night, we did this project 

successfully. 
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